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Build that energy efficient home faster 
and get a 6 year structural warranty!

Owner Builder’s Guide

PUSHING THE ENVELOPE TOWARD

10 STAR RATING

Structural Insulated Panels

TM

A complete, 
more efficient, 
Building System



SIPS are lightweight composite building panels, 
configured by their composition to fulfil separate 
functions within the building envelope. Internal 
and external faces or cladding materials are 
bonded to an insulated core creating a thermally 
efficient panel and robust envelope to the home. 

SIPS are precision engineered in a factory 
environment to permit rapid and accurate on-site 
installation. They combine traditional construction 
elements: structure, cladding, lining and insulation 
into a prefabricated structural panelised system.

We have further developed this long utilised and 
trusted system so owners and builders now have 
optional finishes both internally and externally. 

What are SIPS?

Insulated EPS core for internal comfort 

Pre-profiled service conduits 

High strength bonded membrane 

Numerous architectural cladding options 

Steel jointer for a cyclone proof shell
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Home owners are moving toward affordable, 
efficient and environmentally responsible living. 
The old ideology of brick and tile is being traded 
for a truly architectural aesthetic that performs 
better and doesn’t cost the earth. 

When you consider these growing demands and 
the ultimate performance of this Sipform system, 
the benefits become obvious and remarkable.

Why is change needed?

SipFormTM System Benefits

•	 A more comfortable, liveable home

•	 Excellent sound absorbing properties

•	 Architecturally inspired product

•	 Healthy, non-allergenic environment

•	 Precision engineered & fully installed

•	 50+year lifespan, pest & mould resistant

•	 Strong - earthquake & cyclone resistant

SipFormTM System Savings

•	 50% faster that normal construction

•	 Less demand for trades & labour

•	 Reduce transport & site deliveries 

•	 Minimises excavation & disturbance

•	 Less delays from poor weather

•	 30% less waste generation & disposal

•	 Save up to 60% on energy costs

A guide to building with Structural Insulated Panels: SIPS
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Reduce the energy required in building and living.

We deliver a building system that significantly reduces the energy and 
materials used or wasted in construction, and one that results in a  
more energy efficient and comfortable living environment.

Reduce your footprint, Increase your comfort!

A greener  
way to live 
in comfort!

Emergence of Technology in Building Globally

Though not new technology, SipFormTM is the 
world’s first manufacturer to make a major 
investment in the engineering and testing of SIPS 
with a range of finish options. Now you have 
access to panels offering a range of materials 
common to Architecture globally, all developed 
into a complete building system.

A system that provides real cost reductions, less 
site disturbance, significant reductions in trades, 
waste, transport, supply chain reliance, overall 
demand on energy and most significantly, time!
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At the core of each panel, EPS (Expanded 
Polystyrene) is utilised for it’s inherent 
properties, being an extremely stable material 
with high insulation values. This material is 
already well known throughout the housing 
industry for it’s structural integrity and high 
performance when used to insulate homes.

All wall panels are available with two optional core 
thicknesses. You may be looking to increase the 
thermal performance of your home, or just want a 
more robust or aesthetically substantial perimeter.

Environment & ComfortA technology proven to save

Energy Efficiency
The EPS core creates a fully insulated envelope, whilst the integrated 
jointing system ensures thermal bridging is eliminated. You get better 
control over comfort and less reliance on mechanical heating & cooling.

Building Efficiency
Engineered off site to factory precision gives faster, more accurate on site 
assembly. This means less site disturbance, less trades, greater safety 
and huge reduction in haulage costs and waste generation.

Material Efficiency
Rationalised to use standardised material sizes to minimise waste. This 
reduces impact on landfill, the environment and the home owner’s pocket. 
Waste generated from building is currently a major contributor to landfill.

Extreme weather events have become common. The SipForm system is 
Engineered to resist severe storms, earthquake and cyclones. The right 
material choice can also make it easier to recover the home after flooding.

Storm Resistant

The precision of the panels creates an impervious envelope, that when 
coupled with robust external materials help safeguard the home against 
bushfire. This is reassuring given the increasingly elevated threat.

Fire Resistant

Termites and introduced wood borer species can prove costly. Pest 
resistant materials ensure you won’t suffer such costly consequences, 
whilst rotting, mold and weathering can almost be eliminated.

Termite Resistant
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Let’s understand the transfer of temperature, noise and disturbance

You can also enjoy a more private life by using SIPS.

But, do talk to us about the option to incorporate Super Graphite  
insulation within your walls to save a lot of energy use in your new  
home over the longer term. It costs less that a year’s worth of energy!

It’s not just about your temperature comfort!

A brilliant 
way to live 
in comfort!

So let’s look at just why SipFormTM panels perform so well in controlling internal temperatures and makes for 
the ultimate silent space inside your new home. 

It turns out that the Expanded Polystyrene core is the wonder material of this century! Its low density makes 
it exactly the style of material we are looking for in handling both temperature and noise transfers. In fact, it is 
when we get to doors and windows where elements cross both faces of the panel these benefits are reduced.

Using this wonder material for the core of each 
panel makes for the internal temperature of the 
home to be much more stable, while using far 
less energy to control the level of comfort.

When using our Super Graphite core material you 
can achieve an extra full R value to your home’s 
external envelope. Graphite reduces the amount 
of radiant heat that moves through the EPS. The 
result is that it can cut the heat transfer through 
the outer walls by up to 30%.

Again this wonder core material works magic on  
the performance of the home by keeping it quiet!

You are always guaranteed a better night’s sleep 
even if the TV is blaring away in the next room, well 
at least assuming there is a wall there! Then if you’re 
next to a railway line or even near to an airport, that 
same noise can almost all be cancelled out.

There is little to gain here in using our Super 
Graphite insulation within your internal walls.

Transfer of temperature Transfer of noise and disturbance



Super Graphite

Graphite is proving to be the wonder material of the millennium. Each 
bead that makes up the high density EPS core is coated in a film of 
graphite. By incorporating this technology within the panel your  
home proves more comfortable and energy efficient. 

Incorporating Super Graphite throughout walls equates to less than a 
year’s worth of energy costs yet provides energy savings that give you  
a return on costs for decades.

Super Insulate

A high density EPS core providing high levels of internal comfort and 
outstanding insulation values. As our panels are designed to limit 
thermal bridging, the loss of temperatures from inside the home  
is minimised, whilst heat gain from outside similarly limited. 

Super Insulate is used in all our wall, floor and roofing panels,  
while for little additional cost you can upgrade to Super Graphite  
in exterior walls for a significant performance increase of your home.

A choice of insulation to meet your comfort demands

External Cladding Fibre Cement Weathertex MgO Board

Panel Thicknesses* 105mm 135mm 109mm 139mm 109mm 139mm

Weight per m2 * 19.1 kg 18.9 kg 22.6 kg

Insulation R Values* 2.80 3.79 2.84 3.83 2.84 3.83

Nominal Panel Width 1 202mm 1 202mm 1 202mm

*Fibre Cement Internal
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External Cladding Fibre Cement Weathertex MgO Board

Panel Thicknesses* 105mm 135mm 109mm 139mm 109mm 139mm

Weight per m2 * 19.1 kg 18.9 kg 22.6 kg

Insulation R Values* 2.30 2.99 2.34 3.03 2.34 3.03

Nominal Panel Width 1 202mm 1 202mm 1 202mm

*Fibre Cement Internal
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Fibre Cement

Weathertex

MgO Board

A choice of wall cladding options to suit your style

A product well known in the housing industry that has been  
tried and proven over decades. Suitable for use in both  
externally and internally including wet areas and ceilings. 
A board that is resistant to termites, rot and fire.

Panels are factory rebated for taping and flushing joints similar 
to the installation of plasterboard. Externally an acrylic texture 
coat can be applied for a rendered look or panels supplied 
without rebates for batten jointing for that beach house feel.

An Australian made durable proprietary reconstituted wood 
cladding with incredible environmental credentials. Perfect 
for a high end architectural feel externally. Can be used as 
alternately to break up facades, or as a feature wall internally.

Available in a range of smooth, grooved or textured finishes, all 
boards come pre-primed and ready for painting. Also available 
in a natural finish that can be oiled to retain its deep colour or 
left untreated to age and grey off to a cedar style patina.

Magnesium Oxide (MgO) board is becoming an increasingly 
popular choice in the building industry. The base material is fire, 
moisture, rot, mold and termite resistant. Perfect material for  
use in bushfire prone areas.

When supplied with MgO an external face of the panels, we 
provide a setback from the panel edge to accept a 10mm fire 
proof sealant to finish the panel joint. This is finished flush to 
accept a fully rendered appearance or ready for over cladding.
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We offer a full supply and installation package.

The owner builder avoids the bulk work in getting to lock-up, gets  
there faster, and benefits from the same structural warranty normally  
offered by a custom builder relative to state requirements.

Your security from our warranty!
We give you a 
full structural  
warranty!



Finance institutions regularly penalise owner builders.

With short lead times to lockup and a full structural warranty, your  
lender feels secure. Finance is most often easier to obtain and  
major draw downs occur earlier in the building process.

Secure finance for your home easier!

We give you a 
full structural  
warranty!
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A versatile system for working with any flooring type

Our system lends itself to all housing types and common methods of 
construction. The system is however without parallel on sites with even 
moderate slope, those subject to flooding or elevated groundwater, varied 
bearing or where landscape features are intended to be left undisturbed. 

Our SipFormTM integrated and insulated flooring system can be installed 
upon any site fast! Use of an innovative footing system reduces 
excavation, site disturbance and the need for concrete.

In two storey homes or second floor additions, structure may dictate 
the use of a conventional flooring system. SipFormTM floor panels can be 
utilised to achieve greater clear spans and reduce the flooring depth, or 
SipFormTM Quiet floor panels can be installed over any floor joist structure. 

Both options improve insulation between climate controlled zones 
providing greater internal comfort and reduction in energy costs, better 
acoustics and more privacy throughout the home.
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Elevated Flooring Systems

Upper Floor Construction Options

On level sites or within inner urban areas, where conventional slab on 
ground may be a preference, SipFormTM wall panels can be utilised to 
speed construction and increase the overall thermal performance and 
living comfort of any home. 

SipFormTM significantly reduces build time and costs, and can be used 
seamlessly with traditional trussed roofs where the established housing 
typology adopts a common hip and valley tiled or steel sheet roof forms.

Conventional Slab on Ground



A system versatile enough to work with any roofing type

If you are considering a more contemporary feel to your home and 
installing a parapet all the way around your roofing, we highly  
recommend our insulated panel roofing. 

This insulated roofing product can be installed and fully contained within 
the parapet. The roofing panels can be built to almost any length and are 
self supporting over long spans. If looking for a flat ceiling, the underside 
can be fitted with depth adjusted timber battens and lined.

Again, where a more contemporary feel is being considered, our insulated 
panel roofing can be installed to create large open spans and deep sun 
shading cantilevered awnings.

Deep shaded awnings are common to most climatic conditions. Your 
designer can be size these awnings to provide for full sun penetration in 
our cool winters and omit the penetration of the sun to any internal areas 
of the home during our hotter summer months.
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Our Insulated Panel Roofing, Contained

Our Insulated Panel Roofing, Cantilevered

Our SipFormTM wall panels can be used in conjunction with a range of 
conventional roofing structures. Steel or timber trusses can be anchored 
to the top plate using the same system specified for normal framing.

This allows you to make the most of your home, using standardised 
trusses to meet current market demand in higher volume areas. Where 
roofs are hipped and finished with roof tiles or steel sheeted, these roof 
types meet the common demands of the more discerning buyer. 

Any Typical Trussed Roof Structure

A GREENER WAY TO BUILD 

ENERGY EFFICIENT COMFORT 

We use a proprietary footing system to get you up fast.

Our footing supplier devised a unique system that allows the pads 
to be installed without using concrete. These are capable of accepting 
high loads and far more resistant to uplift under cyclone conditions.

Installing footings is fast, accurate and easy!
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A faster, more efficient way to build your home

For both the owner builder or contract builder, this advanced system provides for a significant reduction in 
trades required on-site and less reliance upon tradespeople. It also proves a considerable reduction in the 
time that it takes to get any home to lock-up, while at lock-up, the home is already much closer to completion.

And there are still more bonuses

The composite panels used in this system incorporate both the external cladding and internal lining materials 
bonded to an insulated structural core. This means that, once installed, all these elements of the home have 
been completed, equating to some real time bonuses and a significant step closer to finalising your build. 
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Traditional build to lock-up Building faster with SipForm

Roof sheeting or tiling is installed Home to lock-up approx. 6 weeks

Frames and trusses are ordered  
Site preparation and bulk excavation

Panel design and manufacturing  
is done off-site while site works progress 

Overall planning, design and 
approvals are carried out

SipForm work with your designer to pin 
point any possible cost efficiencies

Floor slab or pads for pier and beam 
flooring are formed and poured

Utilising our partner products,  
piers can be installed in only one day

If utilised, the elevated flooring 
structure is installed and insulated

Sub floor structure and insulated SipFormTM 
floor panels are quickly installed

Structural wall framing and roof 
trusses are delivered and installed

Insulated wall and roof panels including 
their cladding and lining are installed

External vapour barrier is applied Windows and doors are installed

External wall cladding is installed Bonus: Floor, walls and roof have 
been insulated with panel installation

Windows and doors are installed Bonus: Ceilings and all external and 
internal walls are already fully lined. 

Home to lock-up approx. 12 weeks Bonus: Electrical cabling already 
installed in hand with panel installation



The timeline process from order to lock-up of your home!
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3D Modelling and Approval   Week 1 & 2

  Week 3 & 4

  Week 5 & 6

Component Prefabrication

On-Site Works and Installation

As our panelised system is precision engineered to permit exact installation  
on-site, we rely on accurate 3D modelling and manufacturing to do the job. 

With receipt of the engineer’s certification, and upon immediate receipt of your 
signed approval, the process of fabricating the components of the home begins.

One of the time greatest time savings in our system, the time in prefabrication 
is most often perfectly matched to the completion of any floor slab installation.

•	 Plans	are	provided	by	your	architect	or	designer	as	CAD	files,	PDF	or	even	paper

•	 3D	model	is	created	and	a	schedule	of	all	panelised	components	is	generated

•	 The	modelled	structure	and	details	are	supplied	to	the	engineer	for	certification

•	 Static	views	of	the	model	supplied	to	builder	and/or	client	for	signed	approval

•	 We	can	actually	supply	a	3D	model	you	can	navigate	in	your	browser

•	 All	‘close	to	dimension’	materials	and	any	selected	‘finish’	materials	are	delivered

•	 All	structural	steelwork	and	jointers	including	the	flooring	system	are	fabricated

•	 Structural	insulated	panels	laminated	and	pressed	then	tooled	to	exact	dimensions

•	 As	produced,	panels	are	palletised	systematically	to	facilitate	order	of	installation

•	 Panel	pallets	are	corner	protected	and	shrink	wrapped	for	protection	in	transport

•	 Any	pre-installed	slab	is	checked	for	accuracy	and	if	required	remedied	

•	 Walls	are	setout,	any	damp	proofing	installed,	bottom	plates	and	flashing	installed

•	 Structural	insulated	wall	panels,	steel	jointers	and	any	structural	steelwork	installed

•	 Wall	panels	fitted	with	a	continuous	top	plate	and	anchored	to	the	floor	structure

•	 Roof	system	installed,	finished	and	flashed,	or	now	ready	for	your	truss	installation

•	 If	optioned,	windows	and	doors	are	installed,	flashed	and	finished

A GREENER WAY TO BUILD 

ENERGY EFFICIENT COMFORT 



Design, Assessment and Approvals Stage You Do We Do We Can

Site Detail and Contour Survey
Detail and contour survey is supplied by the client

Concept and Design, Planning and Building Approvals
Overall design, planning and approvals are undertaken by the client

Required Supporting Assessments and Soil Classification
All assessments, reporting, soil testing are undertaken by the client

Certificate of Design Compliance
Provision of a Certificate of Design Compliance is the client’s responsibility

Adaptation of Prefabricated System to Design

Material Finishes, Performance and Inclusion Options Selection
With your designer, the material finishes and options are selected

Structural Engineering input upon Non Standard Design Elements
We engage our engineer early in modelling to determine the most effective solution 

Digital 3D Modelling, Component Design and Material Optimisation
Your design is modelled and optimised by our digital designer

Structural Engineering Design and Certification
We provide all engineer’s design documentation and certification

Prefabrication and Preliminary Site Works

Material Specification, Sourcing and Ordering
We catalogue and order all ‘close to dimension’ materials to complete to lock-up

Component Prefabrication and Delivery
We prefabricate, pack, transport and locate on-site including any crainage

Structural Steelwork Prefabrication and Delivery
We prefabricate, transport and locate on-site including any crainage

On-Site Chemical Toilet, Bulk Waste Bin, Site Fencing
Chemical toilet, bulk waste bin and site fencing are supplied by the client

Site Clearing, Bulk Earthworks and Siltation Controls
Site clearing, bulk earthworks and siltation controls are the client’s responsibility

On-Site Survey Setout and any Required Level Setting
We arrange the survey setout and levels for all ‘to be built’ works

Water and Gas, Sewer, Stormwater, Electricity and Data Cabling
Pre lay of all services, including temporary electricity are the client’s responsibility

Required Termite Treatments
Termite or other pest treatments are the responsibility of the client

Details of your to lock-up home package, what we all do!
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Details of your to lock-up home package, what we all do!
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Fully insulated double glazed windows & sliding doors.

We can specify and supply your windows and glass sliding doors in  
double glazed UPVC or argon filled powder coated aluminium. 
And we can install every window and door for you!

You can choose from a range of finishes!

Breathe easy with our windows & door sets

Installation of Selected Flooring System You Do We Do We Can

Retaining Walls or Site Stabilisation
Any such required works are the responsibility of the client 

Detailed Earthworks for Floor Slab Installation
Detailed earthworks in preparation for slab installation

Installation of Under Floor Services
Connection and installation of underfloor services

Installation of Precision Formwork and Slab Installation
Our system demands accurate slab installation, this is a significant consideration

Installation of Our Elevated Precision Flooring System
If optioned, we install all footings, posts, sub-floor structures and floor panels

Installation of Wall Panels, Mid Floor and Structural Work

Installation of Prefabricated Wall Panel System
All internal and external walls are setout, installed and tie rod system anchored

Any Required Structural Steelwork Installation 
Any structural steelwork required for non standard design elements is installed

Any Included Upper Floor Installation
We install floors including any supporting structures, acoustic and climate insulations

Roof Structure
We install all supporting structures including their acoustic and climate insulations
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Design Related Topics

Are there any special considerations to designing  
a home using structural insulated panels?

Our system can be adapted to almost any design, 
though there are some design considerations, mostly in 
response to efficiencies aimed at reducing overall costs.

Can you advise our designer on the best way  
to design with structural insulated panels?

We encourage all designers to read our Designer’s 
Guide and respond with any questions before starting, 
and seek our feedback before finalising the design.

Can you design our home or recommend a  
designer to prepare a design for us?

We have worked with a number of designers, though 
designing with our system is not that different to others. 
We suggest using a designer with an eye for your style.

Do you have any off-shelf designs that we can 
consider for our site, will this save money?

We are working on a range of home designs that will 
make the best efficiencies from our panel system. 
These will save you money through the use of less 
material and time normally taken in detailing panels.

Are the costs of construction using structural 
insulated panels relative to a square metre rate?

With so much dependant on the design, we suggest 
checking in at concept stage for latest cost indicators.

Supply and Installation Related Topics

Do you supply and install your structural 
insulated panel system in my area or state?

We currently manufacture in Australia and New Zealand. 
We are always looking for competent builders to 
strengthen our team and fulfill the increased interest here 
and throughout other states.

As an owner builder can I install the  
structural insulated panels myself?

Unfortunately not, installers of our system are accredited. 
Mindful that installations carried out by those accredited 
benefit from the same structural warranty normally 
offered by a custom builder relative to state requirements.

Is there a lot to learn about finishing my home 
after the structural insulated panels are installed?

Finishing your home is very much the same as with any 
conventional form of construction. We supply a facts 
sheet with recommendations.

Frequently asked questions and answers
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How much of this and that do I need?

We can supply
a lot of other
useful info!

We can help you out here with lots of information.

As we digitally model the panelisation of your home we generate a lot  
of data. This allows us to provide you a very useful schedule of many,  
but not all, quantities to help you work you own costs and ordering.



Frequently asked questions and answers
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Floor Construction Related Topics

Are there any special requirements to using  
wall panels on a concrete slab?

Our panels are precision engineered and require 
accurate slab setout and true formwork.

Can you install our floor slab to required 
tolerances or recommend other contractors?

We recommend our services for slab installation, as 
rectification of inaccuracies can prove costly. You are 
assured we price competitively. For remote works we 
can provide contacts for other competent contractors.

We are considering an elevated floor system,  
are there any special requirements?

Again accuracy in setout is essential, installing an 
elevated floor yourself is not recommended.

Can you install our elevated floor to required 
tolerances or recommend other contractors?

We work with a number of contractors across various 
regions and can provide you their contacts.

Other Construction and Use Related Topics

Are structural insulated panels compatible with 
other methods and systems of construction?

Our system is compatible with almost any building 
system including ground floor and mid floor systems 
and junctions between other wall systems. Wall panels 
use a regular timber top plate to ensure compatibility 
with stick roof construction or conventional trusses.

Can I overclad your structural insulated  
wall panel system with another material?

Yes, though our system has been developed with the 
intention of avoiding this added cost and time. When 
applying an additional facing material, top hat or timber 
battens must be installed to create a void to the panel.

Can I build double or triple storey construction  
with structural insulated panels?

With the inherent strength of our system you can build 
easily up to three storey construction. Our system also 
has the strength to support a first floor concrete slab.

How is electrical cabling and fixtures installed 
when building with structural insulated panels?

Conduits for electrical cabling are pre-formed through 
the panel core during the manufacturing process to 
create vertical pathway every 400mm. Cables are easily 
drawn through without compressing the insulation.

How is plumbing normally installed when  
building with structural insulated panels?

Plumbing is typically bought up through the floor slab or 
sub floor into walls or directly into cabinetwork. In walls 
with a high concentration of plumbing it is often more 
practical to build a small section of timber framed wall.

How are kitchen cabinetwork and other joinery  
fixed to structural insulated panels?

Walls areas where support for cabinetwork will be 
required are identified during the digital modeling. 
Structural plywood is laminated within all these 
supporting panels during their manufacture. For fixing 
other light weight fixtures to the Fibre Cement lining we 
provide a range of recommendations that perform well. 



Frequently asked questions and answers
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Environmental Performance Related Topics

Is it really possible to design and build a  
home that performs to a 10 star rating?

Yes, but a lot of factors will need to be considered in 
creating such a high performing home! Solar aspect, 
sun penetration and shade, internal thermal mass and 
floor finishes. Also the choice of windows and frames, 
electrical and plumbing devices, ventilation and any 
climate control or energy capture and storage systems.

Using our 122mm Super Cool Graphite wall panels to 
the perimeter gives a significant boost in performance!

Can I use structural insulated panels in areas  
that are deemed as at high risk of bushfire?

Not all structural insulated panel systems can be used 
in these situations, but our panel system is currently 
rated and certified for building in areas up to BAL 29.

Can I use structural insulated panels in  
areas that are subject to cyclones?

Our system is robust and offers bracing superior to 
most other forms of construction. A tie down system is 
incorporated to protect against significant uplift. We are 
currently in the testing stage of impact resistance. 

Are there benefits of building with your system in 
areas subject to periodic or possible flooding?

When building in areas that may be subject to periodic 
or anticipated flooding, our elevated flooring system is 
ideal. The system allows for the entire floor structure to 
be elevated above know flood levels with no significant 
increase in cost. Similarly they are ideal in areas subject 
to high water tables to eliminate any risk of rising damp. 

The structure of our panels are generally unaffected by 
water unless submerged for long periods. Meaning that 
the home is likely more recoverable after any significant 
storm event causes unexpected flooding. Homes built 
this way significantly out perform homes where timber 
forms the majority of the framing and where flooring is 
particleboard and walls plasterboard lined. Here our 
system also out performs competitor products that 
utilise OSB (reconstituted timber) to face the panels. 

What are the differences between your structural 
insulated panel system and those that use OSB? 

Orientated Strand Board is a reconstituted timber board 
very much similar to particleboard, well known for its 
use in flooring and now historic use in kitchen cabinets. 

Panels fabricated with OSB are incredibly strong and 
easily worked with traditional carpentry tools, homes 
built utilising these panels are similarly high performing. 
Panel for panel they are competitively priced.

Though, when building with SIPS that utilise OSB many 
of the cost, time and environmental benefits are lost. 
OSB is not suitable for external use, and the random 
textured finish is rarely acceptable as an internal finish. 
Meaning a significant burden upon cost, time and 
trades needed to overclad externally and line internally.
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Other trademarks or trade names included in this guide are the property of their respective owners.

Australian made and a world leader in the evolution of cladding products, 
including the world’s only platinum rated green tag building product. 

Fabricated light weight steel beams, developed most specifically for sub 
floor use. A system that results in minimal depth to any floor structure.

Well known and long established name in the supply and ongoing 
development of fibre cement building boards and cladding solutions.

A clever post system that is quickly and easily installed while providing a 
simple solution for post-installation adjustment and levelling. 

One of the most innovative solutions currently in the building industry. 
Rapidly installed footing system that requires no concrete or excavation.

Leader in the development of light weight sub floor and structural steel 
framing sections and solutions. Another great locally made product.

Innovative composite timber and steel trusses that provide long span 
capabilities compared to their ultra light weight construction.

Our suppliers, are the best in building!

sipform.com.au

08 9468 0023

info@sipform.com.au
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